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• Elizabeth “Betita” Sutherland Martínez, In Her Own Words •

Personal Notes
Last Night I Was a Dreamer (1942)
Yeah, Yeah, Yeah (1964)
Every Now and Then (1966)
The Mood Is upon Me (1966)

Poetry
Love of Another Sort (1958)
B’s Blues (c. 1960)
Love (1960)
Tierra Amarilla at Dusk (1969)
The Silver Yes (1971)

Political Writings
... because he was black and I was white: Six Young Women Discuss Their Various Experiences in the Civil-Rights Movement (1967)
Women of the World Unite—We Have Nothing to Lose but Our Men (1968)  75
Who Will Ring the Bells for Humanity? (2002)  81
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John Nichols
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Barbara Dane
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Sofía Martínez

How Betita Saved My Life  113
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz

Searching for Common Ground  117
Mike Miller

Fellow Traveler  120
Susanne Jonas

Bridging Borders  125
Alejandro Alvarez

Bread and Roses Too  129
Fredi Avalos

Betita: Compañera y Mentora  132
Marta López-Garza
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Carlos Muñoz, Jr.
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Max Elbaum and Ellen Kaiser
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Olga Talamante
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